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C*-embedding remainders P(%) 
ecall that a space X is said to be C-embedded in Y iff every continuous real-valued 
function with domain X extends continuously to Y. Similarly, X is C*-embedded 
in Y if every continuous, bounded, real-valued function with domain X extends, 
and X is a-embedded in Y if every continuous a-valued function with domain X 
extends to Y. For a cardinal K, PK is the space of all ultrafilters on K. It is well 
known that /33cr is the unique compactification of K in which K is C*-embedded (or 
even 2-embedded). It is standard to let K* = PK\K and, for each A c K, to let 
A*={~EK*-AE~)=(c~~~A)\A. 
Let I denote the unit interval and let us define, for a space X, 
CZ(X) = (f: X + I: f is continuous} 
and 
C2(X) = (f~ CZ(X): f is 2-valued}. 
bserve that CZ(K) = “Z. For g E cl(~), let pge CZ(PK) be the 
Of g t0 PK, and let g” = pg KS. Similarly, for A c K and g E 
the obvious member of CZ( 
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[3). For ASK, let &(K)=(~EK*: pn[K]<‘=@} and let U(K)= 
Q(K). For K = A+, let SU(K) = U,(K)\~(K). 
The members of the space SU(K) are referred to as the sub-uniform ultrafilters 
on K. For any A c K and g E CZ(A), let A+ = A* n SU(K) and let g+ = g* ISU(K). 
Topologists tudying tech-Stone compactifications are often interested in know- 
ing whether a given subspace of BK is C*-embedded. In 1960, Fine and Gillman 
[S] asked if K*\ U,,(K) (the set of all ultrafilters which include a countable set) is 
always C*-embedded in K*; equivalently in PK. Warren [111 showed that &\ UQo,) 
is not C*-embedded in @or, thus answering the Fine and Gillman question in the 
negative. However K = w1 is the only cardinal for which K*\ U(K) is equal to SU( K). 
Let us rephrase Fine and Gillman’s question as two questions: “For which K is 
K*\U(K) C*-embedded in BK?,’ and “For which successor cardinals K is SU(K) 
C*-embedded in BK?“. 
It will be useful to translate these questions into more set-theoretic forms. For a 
regular cardinal K, a real-valued function g on K* - U(K) (or SU( K)) is best viewed 
as an increasing union of functions with domain (Y* (or cy * n SU( K)). Furthermore, 
the function g 1 a* (and g 1 (a * n SU(K ))) can be extended to all of @a. Now consider 
cy C y < K, and any two functions g, E “I, and g,, E “I. Since (Y* c y* it follows from 
the definitions of j3ga and /3g,, that 
gzc gf iff (/3 < ar: Iga(@) - g,,@)( a i} is finite for each n E w, 
and, similarly if K is a successor 
gttgt iff )#<a: Igp(p)-gy(p))ai}I+<K for each new. 
We are therefore led to the following definitions. 
nitioa 1.2. For cardinals p, A, and K, and any Z c K (usually J = K), 9 = 
(g, : (Y E J) is a (cc, A, J) -sequence if 
(1) 8aE (anJ)p for each cy E J, and 
(2) ‘ILY<YCK,CY,YEJ, 
It@ < a: ga(ls) # &(B)II< A* 
A function f~ ‘p will be said to extend 3 if 
(3) Var EJ, 
A sequence does not extend if there is no function extending it. 
if 
.3. For cardinals A, K and J c K, 9 = (g, : a E J) is an (I, A, r)-sequence 
(1) gaEaZ for each CYE’C; 
(2) b’ac<yCK and for ail nE@, 
I{P E a: I~a(B)-S,@~I~~~I<A* 
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A function f~ ‘I extends $3 if 
I@ E a: I&(P) -fWl a :,I< A. 
The following lemma follows easily from the definitions and the above remarks. 
Let h s K be cardinals with x regular. 
(1) Ifg;CI(K*\U(K)),thenthereisacorresponding(I,~,u)-sequence(g~: a!eK) 
such that, gz = g 1 (a*), for each a! E K. 
(2) If ge CI(K*\U~(K)), then there is a corresponding (I, h, &sequence (g,: 
cy E K) such that g&o* n U&c)) = gl(cu* n U&c)), for each cy E K. 
(3) If gc CI(u*\ U(K)), then g cannot be extended to K* i$ its corresponding 
(I, w, t&sequence does not extend. 
(4) If g E CI ( K*\ Uh ( K )), then g cannot be extended to K * i$ its corresponding 
(I, A, K ) -sequence does not extend. 
Of course a similar result to the above holds for (2, A, K)-sequences and 2-valued 
continuous functions. It is useful to note that for our purposes “2” can be replaced 
by any ordinal k Y K when given the discrete topology. 
Let K be a regular cardinal and suppose that A < K is such that every 
(2, A, K )-seiuence extends. Then, for any cardinal p < K, every ( p, A, K) -sequence 
extends. 
roof. Let $9 be a (CL, A, K)-sequence and suppose that every (2, A, K)-sequence 
extends. For each cy c K let A, c a x p be the graph of g,, i.e., Ah = 
(( ‘y, 5) E (Y x p : g,(y) = 5). Since % is a (CL, A, K)-sequence it follows that, for p < ar < 
K, A, A (A, n (p x p)) has cardinality less than A. Since we are assuming that every 
(2, A, &sequence extends, it is easily seen that the seqllence (Am: (Y C K} extends 
in the sense that there is a set At K x p such that 
for each Q! E K. Furthermore, it must be the case that {p E K: IA n (p} x pI Z 1) has 
cardinality less than A (else for some large enough ay, A does not extend A,). 
Therefore A is essentially the graph of a function from K to ~1 which extends the 
sequence (gel : a E K). 0 
Our question turns out 
perhaps K -Souslin trees. 
to be rela’ d to the existence of K-Aronszajn trees and 
.6. If, for a regular cardinal K, K*\ U(K) is not 2-embedded in /SK, then 
there is a K-h.mszajn tree. If, in addition, c < K, and K*\ U(K) is not C*-embedded 
in K*, then there is a K-Aronszajn tree. 
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f. Suppose that K*\ V(K) is not 2-embedded in PK for a regular cardinal K. 
By Lemma 1.4, we may fix a (2, o, K)-sequence 3 which cannot be extended. For 
each o c K let TQ be the set of all t E “2 with the property that (I” E IY: t(P) it g&3)) 
is finite and let T = U,,, T,. Since % is a (2, W, &sequence, it follows that T, is 
indeed the crth level of T; hence the levels of T have cardinality less than K. The 
proof is completed by simply noting that the union of any K-branch of T would 
yield a function which extends 5% El 
Recall that (assuming large cardinal hypotheses) Mitchell and Silver [9] produced 
a model in which there are no w2-Aronszajn trees. Baumgartner [2] also shows that 
this follows from PFA. In both cases e 2 w2, and so we can conclude that o$\ V(02) 
is 2-embedded in /302, but not that it is C*-embedded. Avraham [ 11, has produced 
a model in which c = o2 and there are neither w2- nor w3-Aronszajn trees; in this 
model, we can conclude that of\ U(w,) is C*-embedded in @Jo. FurthermbFe, of 
course, we can conclude that if oc is weakly compact (see [4] or [3]), then K *\ U(K ) 
is C*-embedded in PK. This result appears in [3]. 
Two combinatorial principles which are very useful in constructing Aronszajn 
and Souslln trees are O(E) and q a. 
efiaition 1.7. For a stationary set E c K: o(E) is the assertion: There is a sequence 
(A,: a E E) such that for any Xc K, (a E E: X A a! = A,} is stationary. 
sequence ( Ca: 
For a cardinal K and a set E c K, q “( E) is the assertion: There is a 
cy E K, a a limit) such that 
(1) for each limit (Y C K, Ca is closed and unbounded in Q, 
(2) if y is a limit point of Ca, then y @ E and C,, = y n Ca. 
(Jensen [4]). Assume that V = L. For any uncountable r gular, non- 
weakly-compact cardinal K, there is a stationary E c (a E K: cf((ru) = o) such that 
Cl”(E) and O(E) both hold. 
ot C*-em 
Before we consider K*\ U(K), let us begin by showing that SU( K+) is not 2- 
embedded in PK+. In [3], Negrepontis has that if ~~~ = K, then SU(&) is not 
2-embedded in PK+ as a corollary to stronger esults and, of course, Warren [ll] 
has that SU(o,) is not 2-embedded in Pw, . 
A standard construction of a K+-Aronszajn tree when 2’” = K (see [7, II34]) is 
to construct , E =K by induction on cy so that 
T, =(SE(K: I{y<cU: S(y)# t,(y)}l<K}, 
t, is an a-branch of T_, and t, is a l-l function whose range is nonstationary in 
K. Chrly such a sequence of t,‘s would form a (K, K, K+)-sequence and then we 
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could apply Lemma 1.5. The authors observed that the only reason for the restriction 
on cardinal arithmetic is to ensure that the tree is not too broad, not to ensure the 
absence of a branch. Thus for regular K, this would show that SU(K+) is not 
2-embedded in @c by applying Lemma 1.5. Similarly Warren’s proof for the case 
K = ml generalizes to arbitrary regular K. However, TodorEevic has proven the 
following much stronger esult. 
[33. For any cardinal K, there is a function p1 : [ d”j2 + K such that if 
CY<@<K+ and V<K, then 
IIS-: P*@, 4< VII< v+, 
and 
Its s a: P,(s, 4 # Pl@, /WI< Plk p)‘* 
It follows immediately that the set (t,: a < K+) is a (K, K, &sequence which 
does not extend. Todorcevic was also aware of the following corollary. These results 
are included, for completeness, with TodorEevi& kind permission. 
~~ro~l~~ 2.2. For all K, SU(K+) is not 2-embedded in PK. 
roof. For each LY E K+, let g, : a * K be defined by g=(e) = ~~(6, a). By the second 
property of p1 it follows that (gLI: LY E SC+) is a (K, K, K+)-sequence. Next, it follows 
from the first property of p1 that the sequence (gel : a E K+) does not extend. Now 
apply Lemma 1.5. 0 
Now let us turn to K*\U(K). 
2.3. Assume V = L. men there is a (2, o, K )-sequence which cannot be 
extended. 
,t. Fix a stationary set EC ((u E K: cf(Ly) = w}, a f?(E) sequence (ccl: (Y E 
lim( K)), and a O(E) sequence as given in Theorem 1.9. We shall choose, by induction, 
a (2, w, K)-sequence ( ta: a E K) which cannot be extended. 
Let < be a well-ordering of ‘“2. Let QI C K and suppose we have chosen tp 
according to the inductive steps described below. Once tp has been chosen, let 
To = (s E @2: I(? c p: s(y) # t&y))1 is finite}. 
Case 1: If a! = 8 + 1, then let t, = ts u (6,O). 
Case 2: Q! E E. Let (cu, : n E w) (with cyo - 0) be an increasing sequence of nonlimit 
ordinals which is cofinal in cy. First define 
t’ = u fQ,+, I b”, %+A. 
new 
By the induction assumption, (tp: p c a) is a (2, w, &sequence and t’ extends it. 
Now we obtain t, by changing, if necessary, t’ on a subset of {an: n E w} SO as to 
obtain, for each n E o, 
t,(a,)==1 iff CY,,~A~. 
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Case 3: Q! E lim( K)\E. Let C, = { & : /3 c A} be listed in increasing order. Induc- 
tively choose, for p c A, ssa E 7'& as follows. If /3 = y + 1, then choose s+ to be the 
<-minimal member of ?& which contains ssy. If F is a limit ordinal, then let 
se@ =Urea se?= We then define (assuming the induction succeeds), 
tee =u sgg 
@-=A 
Let US suppose that the induction does not succeed and let fi C A be the first 
ordinal for which s+ does not exist. First suppose that /3 is a successor, y+ 1. There 
are members of 7& which contain se7 since ssT equals fey mod finite and, by the 
induction assumption, tsa contains it7 mod finite. Clearly, then, in this case sgP can 
be chosen. 
Now suppose that p is a limit ordinal. Therefore Z;e is a limit point in C, and 
we have that Es e E and CgB = C= n &. Let {s;7: y E p} denote the sequence obtained 
at the &h-stage of the construction when tgp was constructed; hence tgB = lJ,+ s; . 
Since, CgB = es n C,, it follows that, for each y < p, sk7 = sg7. Therefore, in fact, & 
is the required sga. 
Now, having found the (2, a, #)-sequence ( tm : a E K), let us show that it does not 
extend. Let f~ “2 and define X =f-‘( 1). By our O(E) assumption, we can choose 
a E E so that X n a = A,. Recall that we defined t, to have value 1 on each element 
of (LY,: n E @}\A, and to have value 0 on each element of A,\{a,: n E w}; where 
{a,: n E o) refers to the sequence chosen to converge to cy. Therefore f differs from 
t, on infinitely many places, i.e., all of {cy,: n E 0). 0 
By a result of Gregory, just the assumptions, GCH + Kl” (E) for an E as above, 
suffice for the previous theorem. 
Corollary 2.4, Assume that V = L. Then for a regular cardinal K, K*\ U( K) is 2- 
embedded or C*-embedded in PK #K is weakly compact. 
roof. Assume V = L. If K is regular and not weakly compact, then K*\ U(K) is not 
2-embedded (nor C*-embedded) by [4] and Theorem 2.3. Conversely, if K is weakly 
compact, then there are no K-Aronszajn trees [4]. From this it follows easily that 
every (I, h, K)-sequence xtends for every h < K. Hence, &(K)\ U(K) is C*- 
embedded for every A < K. (Also see Theorem 3.2.) Cl 
Since it is certainly consistent that there are no weakly compact cardinals we also 
obtain the following corollary. 
. It is consistent hat, for all regular uncountable cardinals K, K*\ U(K) 
is not 2-embedded in PK. 
Fleissner and Porter discovered an error in an earlier version of this article and 
then proved the following elegant result. 
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osi . For every singular cardinal K, K “I, u( K ) is C”-embedded in fk. 
) Hs C*-em for “lsrrge99 K 
ositio . (1) Suppose@is weald’ycompact. ForanylI:-formulav(X1,. . . , Xn) 
and any AI,..., A,, in Ve+l such that ( Ve, E, A,, . . . , A,&= Q there is a strongly 
inaccessible h < 8 such that Vh is an elementary submodel of Ve and 
(2) Suppose 0 is supercompuct. For any K 3 0 and any #-formula Q( X, , . . . , X,,) 
and any A*,...,A, in VK+, such that (V,,E,A 1, . . . , A,) k= cp there is a strongly 
inaccessible A c 8 and an elementary submodel M of VK such that 1 MI -=z 8, M n VK = VA 
and 
(M,c,A,nM ,..., A,,nM)l===cp. 
roof. For the proof of (I), look in [4, p. 171). Part (2) follows from [g], our 
restriction to n:-formulas here is unnecessary. 0 
Part (2) shows that what weak compactness does for K = 8, supercompactness 
does for all K 2 8. The reader does not need to recall the exact definitions of these 
cardinals but we will give the explicit definition of a H:-formula. A. IT:-formula 9 
is a formula of set theory in two types of variables, x and X; furthermore 9 is of 
the form VX&( X0, X1, . . . , X,,) where + is a formula of the usual predicate logic 
in the language {E, X,,, . . . , Xn) where the Xi are unary predicate symbols. If M is 
aset and AI,... ,A,aresubsetsofMwewrite(M,~,A~,....,A,)~cpifwehave 
e”(Ao,. . . , A,,) for all A,r M. 
In preparation for the next section let us sketch a proof of Negrepontis’ result 
that K*\~(K) is C*-embedded in PK for any weakly cardinal K. 
u K is an uncountable weakly compact cardinal, then K”\ U(K) is 
P-embedded in PK. 
If 8 is supercompact, then K *\ U( 0) is C* -embedded in PK for all uncountable 
regular K 2 8. 
roof. We shall just prove the theorem for the case that K is weakly compact. By 
Lemma 1.4 it suffices to show that every (I, o, &sequence can be extended. The 
(I, o, K )-sequence can be viewed as a function F: [K]’ * 1 where Fim, p) = $&(p) 
for p < a! < K. We can express that the sequence cannot be extended by 
(V-E “O(Sa E K)(- E w)[l{P E(Y: IS(P)-F(cw,d)l~f)jgWl. 
Therefore the assertion that F cannot :-formula (where the 
variable “_T” and the function 6; should be Xi’s) and we obtain a A < K such that 
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(essentially) VA +, II= “F i [A ]* cannot be extended”. From this it clearly follows that 
i” 1 [A]* cannot be extended. ‘Ibis, however, coutradicts the fact that F itself extends 
its restriction. Cl 
. K*\u(K) cam be P-em K 
In this section, we shall exhibit two models in which &\ U(w,) is C*-embedded 
in flo2. One of these models, obtained using the Levy collapse of a weakly compact 
cardinal, will be a model of the continuum hypothesis; the other, the Mitchell Silver 
model for no w2-Aronszajn trees, is a model of the negation of the continuum 
hypothesis. Finally, assuming the existence of 2 supercompact ardinal and using 
the same techniques, we shall produce 2 model where w1 is the only regular 
uncountable cardinal K for which K*\ U(K) is not C*-embedded in /SK. When 
coupltd with Fleissner and Porter’s result mentioned above we shall obtain the 
following result. 
l%tmpetn 4.1. Assume that there is a supercompact cardinal. Then there are models of 
ZFC (one with c = w1 and one with c = 02) such that K*\U(K) is both Z-embedded 
and C*-embedded in /3~ Z#K # wl. 
The general technique we follow is now fairly standard. We shall just provide an 
outline and refer the reader to [6, 9 41 for mere details. We employ a forcing iteration 
Pe of length 8 where 9 is, for example, a supercompact ardinal and Pe is either 
the L&y or the Mitchell collapse of 8 to K?. We proceed indirectly. Suppose 
V[ G] I= %’ is an (I. w, ~&sequence which cannot be extended and K 3 PC*. Let i 
denote a fixed “nice” name for I and fix a name p c [K]* x 1 x Ps for %. Since the 
forcing iteration has the e-chain condition, it is only somewhat edious to check, 
similar to Theorem 3.2 2nd see [7, p. 2971, that the corresponding forcing statement 
is a #-statement over VK. Therefore we obtain, by Proposition 3.1, that there is 
some strongly inaccessible A< 6 and some J E [K]” so that 
1 kpr p 1 [J]* x 1’ is an (I, w, J)-sequence which cannot be extended 
(where it is the restricted “nice” &-name for I). Therefore if we let GA = G n PA 
2nd choose %‘c %J correspcnding to J we have that 
V[ GJ b 3’ is an (I, w, J)-sequence which cannot be extended, 
But now we know that +Y can be extended in V[G], hence we obtain our 
contradiction by proving what are known 2s “preservation lemmas”. That is, it 
remains only to show that forcing with the “tail” of the iteration (i.e., 8$/P”) will 
not introduce an extension to an (I, w, J)-sequence from the grocrnd modei ( V[ GA]) 
which could not be extended in the ground model. Of course, 2s we shall see, the 
tail of the forcing is isomorphic to the entire iteration for the forcings mentioned 
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above. So the proof is completed by Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 together with 
Corollary 4.6. 
The definition of the Levy collapse of 8 with countable conditions, denoted Lv( 6, wl), 
can bc found in [7] along with the well-known prtiofs of the following proposition. 
.2. Suppose 8 is strongly inaccessible. 
( 1) Lv( 8, wl) is o1 -closed and has the 8-C.C. 
(2) If A < & then Lv( 8, a,) = Lv(A, w,) * Qsuch that if GA is Lv(h, o&generic, then 
V[GA]t=+Lv(8,w,). 
(3) If G is Lv(8, @,)-generic, then 
V[G]l=2No=K, and 2H~=Nz=B and N,=Ky. 
The Mitchell collapse Mi( 0) of 8 is defined in [9] and the following proposition 
is proved therein. However, part (1) is not explicitly stated there. 
.3. Suppose that 8 is strongly inaccessible. 
(1 j There is an & such that Mi( 0) * fi, is forcing equivalent to Fn( 8,2) x Qe where 
Qe is w1 -closed and Fn( 8,2) is the usual poset for adding Cohen reals. 
(2) If A c 0 is a limit ordinal, then Mi( 0) = Mi(A ) * 0 where, for any Mi( A )-generic 
GA, 
V[G,]t&Mi(B). 
(3) Mi(8) has the kc. 
(4) If G is Mi(B)-genetic, then 
V[G]I=2Ko=2ui= N2=0 and K,=Kr. 
Let us prove our preservation lemmas. 
A. Let P be an u1 -closed partial order and suppose that 99 = (g, : CY e J) is 
an (I, o, J)-sequence, where J c A. Then forcing with P preserves the statement 
“(ga: a E J) is an (I, W, J)-sequence which cannot be extended”. 
Proof. It is trivial that any forcing preserves that %l is an (Z, w, J)-sequence. Also 
we may assume that no countable subset of J is cofinal since otherwise it is easily 
seen that 3 would have an extension and there would be nothing to prove. So let 
us suppose that f is a P-name and p E P is such that p]kf extends %. We shall 
show that there is a function in the ground model which extends %. Let 8 be a 
sufficiently large cardinal (e.g. assume that {A P, %} E He) and let A4 be a countable 
elementary submodel of We with {A P, %} E M. By induction on o, pick a descending 
sequence of elements of P, p = p. 3 p, 3 l l = E P n M and an increasing sequence of 
ordinals, cyo < cyI l 0 l from M n J so that for each n E o and y E ( J\an) n M, there 
is an r"y E I such that 
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Suppose we have p,, and cannot choose P”+~. Then M is a model of “for each 
q<pn, ar~J, and each r~l, there is a y~J\a and a q’<q such that 
q’1l-+(y)-rl~ l/(n+l)‘.” 
But now let d E J\(sup( M n J)) and for each y E J n choose a rational r(y) so 
that lr(y) - t*(y)1 c 1/3(n + 1). Then we could recursively choose an increasing 
sequence of ordinals ( yk : k E w) c M n J and a decreasing sequence of forcing 
conditions, (qk: kw& MnP with q&p,, such that q&--L‘l_&&)-r(yk)]3 
l/( n + 1)“. Since P is w,-closed, there is a q E P such that Vk E o, q < qk. From this 
it follows that 
is infinite; hence $ does not extend 9’. 
Therefore the construction above never fails and we may assume that we have 
coi;sttucted the sequences (p,, : n E w) and ((Y, : II E u) as above. Note that since M 
is an elementary submodel we have that for each n E w 
(Vyc J\cu,)(%~ I)[p,l~“l~(y)-rlc~‘]. 
Again since P is w l -closed, we may choose q E P such that q < p,, for all n E o. Let 
a = min J\sup{a,}, and note that q has the property that 
Let, for each y E J\cu, h(y) be the limit of the sequence (r,Y: n E 0). It follows that 
q forces that t, 4 extends (9. However the function t,Ch is in the ground model 
hence 9I zan be extended in the ground model. q 
The other preservation lemma we shall need is for Cohen reals. 
. For any set of ordinals J and any set A, Fn( A, 2) preserves that “93 = 
(go: a! E J) is an (I, w, J)-sequence which does not extend”. 
roof. For the sake of simpler notation, let us assume that J is an ordinal h and 
again we may assume that cf(h ) > o. Suppose that 3 is an (I, w, J)-sequence which 
does not extend and suppose that j is a name such that IIt- “$E AI extends the 
sequence 9’. (Note that since Fn( A, 2) is ho geneous it will be sufficient o obtain 
a contradiction to the previous entence.) Let be a countaWe lementary submodel 
of W, for some sufficiently large p and sup Fix @ < h such that 
nAt@ and not 111-f extends (&: a E p). Since Fn(A, 2) factors as [ 
(4 2)1* [WA\ we have that for any n E w, 
D:,=(~EM~F~(A,~):~~~“{~EM: I&a)-g&)lai} is finite”} 
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is dense in 
the model, the set 
y elementarity, and since finite sets arc decidable within 
is dense in Fn(A, 2). Choose a descending sequenck (p,,: n < W) with pn c B,,. For 
each IO E W, choose (tz : a~A)cZsuchthatforeachar~h, 
p,ll-“I&,) - r:le$*. 
For each a! E A, the sequence (rz: rr E w) is Cauchy, hence converges to some r, E I. 
Define the function h E ‘I by h(a) = r=. 
Observe that h is in the ground model, and so does not extend 99. Choose some 
y E A and some n E w such that 
is infinite. Then, we have that 
p&-“(a < y: I_F(cr)-g,(+&}” is infinite 
since p.&lf(a)-h(a)l< 1/(2n). Therefore 1 cannot force that j- extends %. q 
.6. Suppose that J is a set of ordinals and that %9 is an (Z, o, J)-sequence 
which does not extend. Then for any strongly inaccessible cardinal 8, if G is either 
Lv( 8, o&generic or Mi( 0, o&generic over V, then 
V[ G] I= 93 is an (I, o, J)-sequence which does not extend. 
If G is Lv( 8, w&generic, then this obviously follows from Lemma 4.4. On 
the other hand let us suppose that G is Mi( 8, w&generic. By Proposition 4.3, there 
is a further forcing R so that if H is R-generic over V[ G], then G * H may be 
viewed as being Fn( 8,2) x Q-generic over V, where Q is o,-closed. However the 
latter forcing is product forcing, hence it can be performed in either order. Therefore 
the result follows by first forcing with Q and applying Lemma 4.4 and then forcing 
with Fn( 8,2) and applying Lemma 4.5. Cl 
‘We are now ready to prove the main results. 
and 
3. If K is weakly compact, then 
I I- LV( &@‘I ) “Every ( I, W, w2) -sequence can be extended” 
I t- Mi(K.wI) “Every (I, o, w&sequence can be extended”. 
As in Theorem 3.2 the statement (for either forcing) “~1 I- @ = (&: a E K) is 
an (I, w, K)-sequence which does not extend” is a ZZ:-statement over VK. 
by Proposition 3.1 this statement reflects to some strongly inaccessible A < 
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in V[ GJ, where G is an Lv(K, w&generic filter (or Mi(rc, o&generic filter) and 
Gh = G n Lv(h, w,) (or G A Mi(A, w,)), we find that the restriction of & to A is an 
(I, W, A&sequence which does not extend. By Corollary 4.6 further forcing by either 
Lv(K, 0,) or Mi(K, w,) will not introduce an extension. However that contradicts 
that in the first case Lv( K, ol)/Lv(A, w,) = Lv(K, ol) (Proposition 4.2) and in the 
second case Mi( K, w,)/Mi(A, w,) = Mi( K, ol) (Proposition 4.3) introduces just such 
an extension: namely &. Cl 
and 
CON(ZFC + 3~ > w weakly compact) implies 
CON(ZFC+CH+w~\U(w,) is C*-embedded in#3wz) 
CON(ZFC+c= w2+wf\U(w2) is C”-embedded in@I~). 
It is interesting that our preservation result Lemma 4.5 also provides a proof that 
CH does not imply that w2\ U(oJ is 2-embedded in @oz. 
ewe .9. CON(ZFC)*CON(ZFC+c = w~+o~\U(OJ is not 2-embedded i>
B%)* 
roof. By Tb Torem 2. ‘) we know that there is a model of CH in which there is a 
(2, W, o&sequcnce 33 which cannot be extended. By Lemma 4.5 we may add a2 
Cohen reals and 3 will still be a (2, w, 02)-sequence which cannot be extended. 0 
n questions 
Recall that a space is called strongfy O-dimensional if for each f~ CI(X), there 
is a g E C2(X) such that f’(e) c g’(e) for e E (0, 1). It would be unnecessary to 
give a separate proof for K*\ U(K) to by C*-embedded in PK if we had established 
that K*\ U(K) was 2-embedded and strongly O-dimensional. 
e&ion For which K is K*\ U(K) strongly O-dimensional? It is known that 
this is the case if cf( K ) < w2. More generally, is K* hereditarily strongly O-dimensional 
for all (any ) K ? 
uestion 5.2. Does Theorem 4.1 follow from PFA? 
uestio 3. What is the consistency strength of “o~\U(w2) is C*-embedded in 
&J2”? 
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